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Abstract. In the Internet era, the movie website has become a mainstream platform for movies 
introduction and comment on the movie resources, annotation also has become a mainstream form of 
movie resources under the network environment of the new organization based on social tagging.. 
From the system point of view, the greatest advantage offered by tagging applications is the richness of 
the tag profiles. However, the freedom afforded users comes at a cost: an uncontrolled vocabulary can 
result in tag ambiguity hindering navigation. Thus, a key question is how to harvest tag semantics from 
these systems. We present an algorithm of tags clustering. With this algorithm, we clustering the tags 
into a semantic tree, then we turn every movie item into an induced tree. We propose a new method for 
movie recommendation, which based on semantic similarity of tags. When we retrieve the movie based 
on semantic similarity of tags, our algorithm shows the high precision.  

Introduction 
In the Internet era, the movie website has become a mainstream platform for movies introduction and 

comment on the movie resources, annotation also has become a mainstream form of movie resources 
under the network environment of the new organization based on social tagging. This new movie 
resource organization mode allows users to freely according to the self-cognition tag of movie 
resources, with freedom, convenience and other advantages of the height, this organization is used 
widely in our country by the movie fan favorite watercress movie website. In practice, the use of social 
tags to organize movies is not favorable for no harm, because of differences in the cognitive degree of 
the user, so that the label inevitably normative problem, weak semantic ambiguity, synonymy and 
diversity in the use process, so in the flooded massive movie resources, improve retrieval efficiency of 
movies has become an urgent film the problem.  

Movie tags cover the two dimensions of movie resources external features and content features of 
description, embodies the basic cognitive concept of knowledge of the user groups of movie resources 
sharing, and users in the social tagging system in the organization and retrieval of movie resources of 
the media, therefore, after refining the film label set can be used as the core term of movie set.  

From the social tagging system in the extraction of movie resources high frequency tag set and the 
set of movies, through the label cleaning and label merging access movies refining label set and the 
corresponding set, and divided into the core tag set movie set and edge label set movie set two.  

The key points of personalized recommendation service include: the acquisition of user interest, the 
matching of user interest and information category. At present, the user's personal data acquisition is 
mainly divided into two ways: that is, the explicit input of the user's personalized features and implicit 
Web mining to track the user's behavior, and automatically access the user's personalized 
characteristics. 

Tags clustering algorithm 
From the system point of view, the greatest advantage offered by tagging applications is the richness 

of the tag profiles.  
We exploit all the tags in tagging system to cluster terms into meaningful concepts. As we shall see 
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later, using these concepts, it greatly improves our ability to identify similar tags and hence find similar 
movies.  

Tags tend to express the same concept if they occur together often. The cohesion of a concept-the 
connections between parameters inside the concept-should be strong; the correlation between 
concepts-the connections between parameters in different concepts-should be weak. Strongly 
connected tags in between are clustered into concepts. Not clustering frequent tags is consistent with 
the IR community’s observation that such technique leads to the best performance in automatic search 
expansion.  

Specifically, we define the rule:  
),(21 cstt →  

In this rule, t1 and t2 are two terms. The support, s, is the probability that t1 occurs in the tagging 
system, i.e., )( 1tPs = . 

The confidence, c, is the probability that t1 occurs in a movie, given that t2 is known to occur in the 
same movie, i.e., )|( 21 ttPc = . 

Each object is initialized to be a cluster of its own. In general, at each iteration the two most similar 
clusters are merged until no more clusters can be merged. In our context, each term is initialized to be a 
cluster of its own, i.e., there are as many clusters as terms. The algorithm proceeds in a greedy fashion. 
It sorts the association rules in descending order first by the confidence and then by the support. 
Infrequent rules with less than minimum support ts are discarded. At every step, the algorithm chooses 
the highest ranked rule that has not been considered previously. If the two terms in the rule belong to 
different clusters, the algorithm merges the clusters. Formally, the condition that triggers merging 
cluster I and J is 

),(,, cs tctsjiJjIi >>→∈∈∃  
where i and j are terms. The threshold ts is chosen to control the clustering of terms that do not occur 
frequently. 

To ensure that we obtain clusters with high cohesion, we merge two clusters only if they satisfy a 
stricter condition, called cohesion condition. Given a cluster C, a term is called a kernel term if it is 
closely associated with at least half of the remaining terms in C. Our cohesion condition requires that 
all the terms in the merged cluster be kernel terms. Formally, we merge two clusters I and J only if they 
satisfy the cohesion condition: 

)1I0.5()}(,,{, −+≥>→≠∪∈∪∈∀ JtcjijiJIjjJIi c
 

where I  is the number of terms in cluster I. 
Algorithm is as follows: 
procedure MergeKeywords(T,R) 
//T is the term set, R is the association rule set 
for(i=1 to n) Ci={ti}; //initiate clusters 
sort(R); 
//sort R first by the descending order of confidence, 
//then by the descending order of support value 
for each(r: ),(21 cs tCtstt >>→ in R) 
 if( JIJtIt ≠∈∈ ,, 21

) 
   if( )1I0.5()}(,,{ −+≥>→≠∪∈ JtcjijiJIjj c

) 
    Merge(I,J); 
end for 
return result clusters; 
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Movie characterization 
With the above algorithm, we get },,,,{ 21 KK icccC = . Then, we adopt a threshold cc tt <'  and 

run the clustering algorithm repeatedly. At each step, we adopt a smaller threshold, re-collect 
association rules, and then re-run the clustering algorithm. This process continues until finally one 
cluster is generated. 

In the above process, a concept tree is generated as shown in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1. An example of concept tree 
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Then, each movie is represented as a sub-tree of the above concept tree, tags of movie are 
corresponding to leaf nodes of the sub-tree. Thus, for movie which can be represented by tag vector (t 3, 

t4, t11, t30, t39), the corresponding tree representation is shown in Fig.2. 
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Figure 2. Tree representation of tags vector 

(t3, t4, t11, t30, t39) 

 

 

Personalized Movie Recommendation 
In cosine similarity computing methods, the unit vectors of all leaf nodes are vertical to each other, 

among which the dot matrix result of any two unit vectors is 0 and 1 if the two vectors are the same. 
There are some great defects of the method, for example, the similarity computed using this method 
between movies ),,(M 3211 ttt  and ),,,(M 76542 tttt  is 0, but the two pieces of movie have great 
similarity, which we don’t wish ),R( ji Rsim  equals to 0. 

Here we describe a new method for computing similarities of movies. 
The depth of node ti, )(tidepth  can be defined as the length from root node to this node in the tree, 

that is, the amounts of the total edges. The height of the tree is represented with h. To two leaf nodes ti 
and tj of tree U, 

),( ji ttLCA
 represents their smallest common ancestor. Two leaf nodes have at least a 

common ancestor node — root node. In figure2, 1171 ),( CttLCA = , 181 ),( CttLCA = . 
The unit vector of the leaf node t is defined ast

v
 and we don’t wish 21 tt

rr
⋅  equals to 0, therefore in 

this model definition 1t
r

and 2t
r

 are not vertical to each other. Considering the hierarchical structure, 
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we make 
3

2
21 =⋅ tt

rr , because the distance from root node to their common ancestor occupies 
3

2 of the 

total distance. In the similar way, 
3

1
81 =⋅ tt
rr  , while 091 =⋅ tt

rr .               

 To any two leaf nodes, we define 
h

ttLCAdepth
tt jiT )),((
ji =⋅
rr , whose value is continuous, range from 0 to 1. 

When ),( ji ttLCA  is the root node, its value is 0 and 1 when 
ji tt = . 

The vectors corresponding to movie A and B are represented as ∑=
i itA
rv  and ∑=

j jtB
rv  . Their 

dot matrix is defined as 
∑∑

==

⋅=⋅
n

j
ji

n

i

ttBA
11

rrvv  and the similarity between A and B is defined as 

BBAA

BA
BAsim vvvv

vvvv

⋅⋅

⋅
=⋅ )(

. 

  To the movie user selected, the system intensively calculates the similarity of every one, ordering by 
their similarity and returns movies whose 

simtsim > . 
The clustering algorithm applied in this paper is suitable for movie recommendation.  
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